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FBI investigation descends on Miami
BY KEN THOMAS
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

\

MIAMI (AP)
Sept. 13, 20C)l -3:13p.m.
A Aorida man says FBI agents told him
that two men who stayed with him while
getting night training lust year were
involved in Tuesday's attacks on the World
Trade Center.
Charlie Voss, a fonner employee at Huffman Aviation in Venice, said FBI agents
who interviewed him at his home told him
that authorities found a car at Boston's
Logan Airport registered to the two men.
'They infonned us individuals who had

crossed our path were involved yesterday
with the airplane in the tragedy at the World
Trade Center," Voss said.
Voss said one of men who stayed at the
house in July 2000 was named Mohamed
Atta. He said he knew the other man only hy
the name of Marwan.
Shortly after 12:30 a.m. Wednesday. the
FBI in Miami is!>ued a national bulletin for
law enforcement agencies to be on the lookout for two cars. The bullelin did not men·
tion whether the vehicles were linked to
Tuesday's attacks.
Records with the Florida Division of
Motor Vehicles show that one of the vehicles the FBI was pursuing - a l 989 red Pon·

tiac - was registered to Atta. Alta, 33, previhad a drivers license in Egypt. stale
records show.
In Coral Springs, witnesses said about 50
FBI agents and police officers Tuesday
night blanketed the apartment complex that
Atta had listed with the motor vehicle diviou~Jy

sion as his last address. Officers interviewed
neighbors and showed a black-and-white
mug-style photograph with the name
Mohamed at the bottom.
Tony Amos. the manager of Shud.:ums
restaurant in Hollywood. ~aid Wednesday
that FBI agents showed photos of two men
to employees of the restaurant Tuesday
night. The photos had signatures on the bot·
tom. Amos said. Amos was able to identify
the photo of a man whose first name was
signed Mohamed, btu he could not make out
the: last name. he said.
Amos said the two men had each consumed several drinks Friday night and had
given the bartender a hard time. Mohamed

told Amos he was a pilot.
"The guy Mohamed wa<; drunk, his voice
was slurred and he had a thick accent,"
Amos said.
Bartender Patricia Idrissi said the men
argued over the bill, and when she asked if
there was a problem, ..Mohametl said he
worked tor American Airlines und he could
pay his bill."
Agent'> were conducting interviews and
sought search warrants in southern Florida
and in Daytona Beach in central Florida
amid evidence that su.,pected terrorist sympathizers were operating in the area, offi~INVESnGAnGN /14

Tragedy puts
spotlight on
Muslim faith
8Y liSA lAWRASON
C OPY EDITOR

As fingers point to Islamic
fundamentalist Osama bin
Laden as a prime suspect in
the New York and Washington D.C. terrorist acts. members of the Muslim Student
Organi7.ation have found
themselveo; defending their
faith and nationality.
The organization released
a statement in response to
the attacks on the United
States. condemning the
action and sending condolences to the families of
those who were killed or
injured.
Ahmed AI-Gbamdi. a
graduate student and Muslim Student Organization
member, said people should
separate the suspected acts
of one individual in the
Islam faith from the religion
as a whole.
''There's Islamic principles, and then there's their
own, personal views." AIGhamdi said. "You have to
differentiate between the
two."
"If there is one crazy person or group, it doesn't
mean that 2 billion Muslims
are responsible," added
graduate-student Khalid AIMiglad, Muslim Student
Organization president from
Saudi Arabia.
Al-Miglad and AI-Ghamdi
expressed concern that
media organizations are
quick to name Arab and
Muslim countries as the culprit when terrorist acts
occur, such as in the Oldahoma City bombing.
"I don't know why." AlMiglad said. "Sometimes I
feel sorry ... because of the
stereotyping. (The media
has) their own agenda."
Negative media images,
such as those of Palestinians
celebrating in the streets
after the attacks. cause people to form misperceptions
about the Muslim faith.
which condemns cruelty
even to animals, AI-Ghamdi
said. He added that the small
group of people in Palestine
does not represent how all
Muslims and Palestinians
reacted to the terrorist
attacks.
People should not allow
television to shape their perceptions of Islam, but should

L

ino;tead research the religion
for themselves, AI-Ghamdi
sni'd.
"Intelligent people go
back and read about Islam ...
which is always against
thest: (cruel) kind of things,"
AI ·Ghamdi said, referring to
a story in the Islam faith in
which a woman went to Hell
for not feeding and watering
her cat. "We teach to live
together in peace."
In the Muslim Student
Organization's statement,
the group expressed it did
not believe any person of
true Islamic faith could be
involved in a tragedy like
that which occurred on
Tuesday. "We condem the
net regardless of the perpetrators." the statement reads.
"Whoever the perpetrator
is, he is crazy," Al-Miglad
said. "No one can imagine it.
I can't believe it. I (went) to
CNN to see it three or four
times before I realized it was
true."
Al-Miglad and Al-Ghamdi
said they have not felt any
hostility from Murray State
students or faculty since
Tuesday's tragedy.
"I would like to thank
everyone," Al-Ghamdi said.
"We feel friendly with
American people, and we
really appreciate that.''
Although they are from
Saudi Arabia. AI-Miglad
and Al-Ghamdi said what
they know about bin Laden
comes only from watching
news on television. The terrorist was exiled from Saudi
Arabia for condemning that
country's government.
The Muslim religion is
1.400 years old and has
almost 2 billion members.
The Murray State Muslim
Student Organization. established in 1995, has about 40
members from countries
including Indonesia, India,
Algeria, Americ~ Pale~tine
and others.
The MSO statement said
the group will not defend
any horiffic acts commiued
by the extremists of their
faith, "just as other religious
groups need not defend their
extremes."
"So how could one or two
people destroy the whole
story of Islam?" Al-Ghamdi
asked. "You can't judge a
religion because one or two
people did something bad."
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Student organizations
contribute time, effort
BY LOREE STARK
EDITOR IN CHIEf

A combination of quick effort and
student participation made several
community and campus organiz.ation
efforts to aid disaster areas in New
York and Washington. D.C. :success·
es.
Becauc;e of overwhelming support
from the campus and community.
«he Murray-Calloway County Blood
Drive Wednesday closed more than
an hour earlic::r than expected after
running out of supplie!'>.
"We turned seH!ral people nway,"
Beth Wiggins, blood -donor recruiter
for the hospital , said.
Wiggins said participation in the
blood drive, held at the Univer!)ity
Church of Christ was "tremendous,"
and student rurnout was good.
"I feel like it's the best and only
thing I can do," Sam AgUtar. junior
from Murray. said. "I wtsh I could
do more."

Hannah Lovell. senior from
Greenville, said although she is far
from the scene of disaster. she is
doing what she can do to help.
"When you see all the desruction
you say, 'What can I do to help?"
Lovell saiJ . "From this far away this
is all I can do."
Several campus organizations also
devoted time and effort to finding
ways to aid the victim!\.
Members of Omega Psi Phi fraternity set up a table on the 2nd tloor of
the Curris Center to take monetary
donation!\ for the Red Cross on
Wednesday and Thursday.
"We felt that it was our responsibility to do whntever we could to aid
in our community," Jacquis
McDuffie, vice president of the fraternity, :.nid.
McDuffie, a !)enior from New
Market, Ala., said the fraternity
believes heavily in community
involvement. He said the effort on
Wednesday alone raised $153.72.

News

(Top) Sophomore Rachel Roberson of Murray contributes to a
Red Cross fund set up by Omega Psi Phi fraternity. Senior members Rodrick Averyhart of Memphis, Jacquis McDuffie of New
Market, Ala., and Rhoshod Browning of Oklahoma City look on.
(Above) Junior Sam Aguiar of Murray donates blood at the University Church of Christ Wednesday.
" We believe that the student those who bad been hurt.''
turnout was excellent.'' McDuffie
Last night. students who parttctsaid. "Students were real supportive pated in Unity Day also gave focus
of the cause. We would like to thank to Tuesday' s evento;.
the students at Murray State for their
"It' s a way for the University and
donations."
the city of Murray as a whole to
Members of Alpha Delta Pi decid- express their concerns and their feeled to reserve a portion of the money ings toward what happened in New
they annually raise for their philan- York and Washington and Pennsylthropic events, which took place this vania," Travis Tandy, multicultural
week, to the disaster efforts.
awareness chair of the Campus
..We're donating half to the Activities Board. said.
Ronald McDonald House (their phtlTandy said even though Murray
anthropy) and half to the American State is far from any of the crash
Red CrOS!oo," Krista Zurkamer, phtl - sites. students are still affected.
anthropoic chair of the sorority. said. · "There•s a lot of students here
Students praying for the victims who had some l'umily member
gathered Tuesday evening at the involved in one of these three
University Student Christian Center - ('laces." Tandy said. "It does hit
for a special service concerning the home a lillie bit. It also makes you
trag~dies .
thankful for bei)lg inn city like Mur"ll was something the students ray."
wanted to do," campus minister
Charley Ba1.2cll said. "I would characterize it as concern and sympathy Photngraphu Karri Rubeck con·
for those that had been killed and tributed to this story.
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Correction
In a story on sorority recruitment in the
Sept. 7 issue of "The Murray State News,"
it was incorrectly reported that only one
sorority did not meet their recruitment
quota. In fact, two sororities did not meet
quota.

Ft. Campbell classes moved to
Hopkinsville Community College
A result of the terrorist attacks on the
World Trade Center and Pentagon is strict
access to Ft. Campbell.
Because of the difficulty gaining access
to Ft. Campbell, Murray State classes currently scheduled to meet at the site will
now meet at the Hopkinsville Community
College location in Hopkinsville.
The Ft. Campbell Education Center is
currently operating on temporary-indefinite hours which do not allow attempts to
resume classes possible.

ARP workshop provides faculty
with useful tips for students
The First Year Experience Program is
offering two advising workshops on using
and preparing the Academic Restoration
Plan (ARP) for those students on academic
probation and academic warning.
The workshops are at 4:30p.m. Sept. 26
and 11 a.m. Sept. 27 in Faculty Hall room
208. Faculty and staff interested in attending one of the sessions can sign up by contacting Paul Naberezny at 762-6851 or email at paul.naberezny@murraystate.edu.
Those signing up should indicate which
session they are planning to attend.
The workshops will last about 50 minutes. They are designed for new facu lty

tll(~

murray
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and staff, but will also include materials on
how to better design academic plans for
struggling students.

proceeds go to arthritis research.

O~K applications due Sept. 25
Omicron Del ta Kappa National Leadership Honor Society is accepting student
applications. Students must be of junior
status to apply.
Applications may be picked up in the
Office of Student Affairs, the Student Governrnert Association Office and the Multicultural Center until Sept. 24. The deadline
for applications to be turned in to the
Office of Student Affairs is Sept. 25.
Omicron Delta Kappa will hold its first
meeting at 6 p.m. Tuesday in the Ordway
Hall Loblty.

AnnualeventlttboducesfacuHy

Academic team seeks memben
An organizational and practice meeting
for the MSU Quick-Recall Academic Team
will be held at 4 p.m. Sept. 18 in the Curris
Center Cumberland Room.
The academic team will compete in four
Saturday tournaments this fall. There is no
cost or GP A requirement. The team is open
to all majors. Students with high school
experience in academic tournaments are
particularly encouraged to attend.
Anyone interested in the team but
unable to attend the meeting, should contact coach Manocher Djassemi at 762-6920.

Students vie for Mr. MSU tonight
The sisters of Alpha Omicron Pi invite
everyone to attend this year's Mr. MSU
Pageant at 7 tonight in Lovett A uditorium.
Doors will open at 6 p.m. Tickets are $4
for students and $6 for non-students. All

•PoliceBeat

The Murray State University Music
Department of will present the annual Faculty Showcase Recital at 8 p.m. Sept. 25 in
the Performing Arts Hall.
This event is designed to introduce new
and returning m usic faculty to the university community. The Showcase Recital wiU
feature solo and ensemble performances
involving 15 faculty and guest artists.
Admission is $7 for adults and $4 for students. For more information concerning
the recital, contact the Music Department
at 762-4288 or Stephen Brown, recital coordinator, at 762-6333.

Trip provides cultural experience
A two-week trip to London, Australia or
I<enya is offered through the Cooperative
Center for Study Abroad to everyone in
the MSU campus community.
Students, faculty, staff and their families
and friends can experience a different culture while studying any of several subjects. Academic credit is available. Participants will leave Dec. 26 and return Jan. 7,
8or9.
Since most of the classwork is at night,
participants will have days free to explore
the attractions and go on CCSA day trips.
For details, contact Celia Wall by phone
at 762-3171 or by e-mail at celia.waU@murraystate.edu, or Ron Cella at 762-4532 or at
ron.cella@murraystate.edu. The application deadline is Oct. 5.

Campus Briefly is compiled by assistant news
editor Marci Owen.

Editor In Chief: 762-6877
News: 762-4468
College Life: 762-4480
Opinion: 762-4468
Sports: 762-4481
. Advertlslns: 762-4478 ....
Fax: 762-3175
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Thursday, Sept. 6
8: 19 a.m. A suspicious gym bag
was found locked to a post on the
Blackburn Science Building. An
officer opened the bag and found a
pair of rollerblades. The bag was
left in case someone came to claim
it.
10:13 p.m. An odd .smell was
coming from the metalsmithing
lab in the Oakley Applied Science
Building. Central Plant was notified.

Friday, Sept. 7
5:55 a.m. A student collided with
a telephone pole on Waldrop
Drive. Emergency Medical Services, Keys Cars and Murray Electric were notified
6:05 a.m. An individual was
found unconscious behind Rich·
mond College. Murray Police
Department was notified. MPD
later informed Public Safety that
the individual was intoxicated and
taken to the emergency room.

Saturday, Sept. 8
9:49 p.m. A strong smell of marijuana was reported on the first
noor of Franklin College. The
odor had dissipated before arrival
of officers. One room was looked
into but no evidence wa' found.
10:55 p.m. Two subjects were
reported having a verbal altercation in a vehicle in the 16th Street
parking lot. An officer reported
that the subjects were OK and
were not having a fight.

Sunday, Sept. 9
ll:JO a.m. A resident adviser at
Richmond College reported a sub-

ject was asked to leave the building but refused. An officer advised
the subject to leave. The resident
adviser did a housing write up.
S:OS a .m. A juvenile was arrested
for DUI at Hardees.
12:41 p.m. A citation was issued
for disregarding a stop sign and no
insurance at the 64 1 entrance to
Stewart Stadium.

Monday, Sept. 10
12:08 a.m. A noise complaint was
reported from College Courts. The
resident director on call was notified.
12:35 p.m. A subject reported his
wallet had been stolen.

Tuesday, Sept. 11
9:18 p.m. A bicycle was stolen
from Elizabeth College. The caller
said he did not want to make a
report at the time because his
friends might have taken his bike
as a prank.
11:48 p.m. Micah Jones, a sophomore from Owensboro, was arrested for public intoxication at the
Sigma Chi house.

VVednesda~Sept.
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12:37 p.m . A verbal warning was
i'isued for excessive speed on 16th
Street. ,
5:07 p.m. A bicycle was stolen
from Springer College. A report
was taken, and it is under investigation

Police Beat is compiled by Marci
Owen. assistant news editor, from
11u1terials provided by Public Safety. All dispatched calls are not listed.

''Tile Murray State News" atmes to be tile Unlftnfty
communlty•s source for Information.
Our 1oal Is to present that Information In a fair and
unblu ed muner and also provide a free and open foru•
for expression and debate.
"The Murray State News" offers a hands-on leamlnl
environment for those students Interested In ;o.,.mallsm
or otller fleWs ...a.tlq to tile productloll ef • ....,....,.•
The ca• pua press should h free frO• censonlllp alld
advance approval of copy; • nd, Its editors should be free
to develop their own editorial 1nd lien policies.

Want to meet
important people?
Presents

Mr. MSU
1

Billy Bell
Jason Billingsley

Mike Horn er

2001

Matt H o user
T rever Pervine

Mark Borum

onigh

John Pettit

Dave Bowersox

7 : 0~ 0

Brent Dolen
Ryan Drane

Scott Pile
Brandon Powel l

Lovett
Russ Pruiett

Brad Guess

Billy

Hansen

Auditorium

We'll take anybody.

Really.

Josh Smith

$4 for students, $6 for Adults

All Proceeds go to Arthritis Research

Do you watch C-SPAN on the weekends for fun?
Need a job? We've got 'em. "The Murray State News" has paid and volunteer
positions open in the news section. We need news writers. Rea lly.

News
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Southern Governor's Association
cancelled after terrorist attacks

Muslims fear severe
backlash from citizens in
wake of tragedy

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) - The Southern
Governors' Association canceled the last day of
its annual fall meeting in the wake of the disaster at the World Trade Center in New York
City.
Rusty Cheuvront, press secretary for Kentucky Gov. Paul Patton. said the governors
"needed to get to a central location, where their
security felt comfortable."
Governors of Arkansas, Georgia, Louisiana.
Mississippi, Tennessee, Kentucky and West
Virginia had been gathered in Lexington for an
annual convention. Vice President Dick
Cheney addressed the group Monday.
Travel plans had to be scrapped when the
nation's airports were battened down Tuesday
morning. With no air travel, governors hit the
highways. Troopers were escorting them to the
state line, where they could be further relayed.

New state tuition waiver law has
education officials wonied on cost
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) • Education officials

are questioning whether the state's universities can
afford a new stale law that waives ruition for foster
children and some adopted children.
The waivers, approved by lawmakers earlier this
year, are not reimb~d by the state. In the 2000 0 I academic year, state universities absorbed $4.1
million in tu!tion cost~. according to the Council on
Postsecondary Education. More than half of the
costs were for university faculty and staff.
This year, the council projects that universities
will forego S5.9 million in tuition, not including the
amount universities will waive under the new law.
The rise is due to an estimated increase in the num. ber of university faculty and staff, elementary and
secondary teachers, and senior citizens attending
state universities on waivers this year.
The waivers also cover children whom the state
places for adoption. It's the latest in a series enacted by the Kentucky General Assembly dating to
World War II. Beneficiaries have also included the
children of ftrefigllters killed on the job, senior citizens, war veterans, and university faculty and
staff.
Similar tuition waivers exist in Maine and Maryland. Two other states, Missouri and Iowa, considf ered similar legislation this year. But Kenrucky's
! ' bill, sponsored by Rep. §tephen It Nunn. R -Gias! gow, was the only one made law this year, accord: ing to Travis Reindl. dire<:tor of state policy for
' - the American Association of State Colleges and
Universities based in Washington, D.C.
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to give his name.
Agents wearing bulletproof vests
and carrying shields were seen
bringing fiber-optic equipment into
the hotel.
As a large crowd gathered outside, one person was seen taken out
of the hotel and put in a van, but a
law enforcement official said said
no one connected to the terror
attacks had been arrested.
"SWAT teams were all around
holding machine guns," said witness
R.J. Ryan, who joined hundreds of
other onlookers.
"They put somebody in the van.
Then they started moving everybody."
A law enforcement official who
spoke on condition of anonymity
said two hotel rooms in the Boston
area believed to have been used in
the attacks were searched. While no
arrests were made in connection
with the attacks. searchers did find
information with a link to a name on
the manifest of one of the hijacked
flights, the source said.

WASHINGTON D .C. (AP) Muslim- and Arab-American leaders condemned the terrorist attacks
on the World Trade Center and the
Pentagon, and pleaded with the
American public not to take out its
anger on their communities.
But in many areas across the
country, it has already begun.
The Arab American Institute in
Washington D.C. received at least a
dozen phone caUs from people saying the group would "pay for this''
and telling them to "go home," said
media director Jenny Salan, on
behalf of the agency.
The American-Arab Anti-Discrimination Committee in Washington, the Muslim Public Affairs
Council in Los Angeles and the
Islamic Networks Group in San Jose
also reported calls with death
threats. obscenities and racial slurs.
Fuad Sahouri, chairman of the
Arab-American Business and Pro- Alligator bite
fessional Association in Washing81-year-old man
ton, said he hopes Arab-Americans death
SANIBEL, Fla. (AP)- An 11-foot
will not suffer the same fate as ·
120,000 Japanese-Americans. who alligator fatally attacked an elderly
were forced from their homes by man as he walked his dog by a
order of President Franklin Roo- canal, biting off pan of the man's
sevelt after the Japanese surprise leg.
Robert Steele, 81. was declared
attack on Pearl Harbor.
"We don't want to be excluded or dead at a hospital Tuesday. Investiinsulated or treated how Japanese- gators believe he may have been trying to protect his dog when he was
Americans were treated," he said.
"It's very important right now for attacked. said Sanibel Police Cmdr.
Arab-Americans that their loyalty Bill Tomlinson.
"1 had no idea it was an alligator,'"
never be brought into question. We
said his wife, Ellen Stele, after the
are Americans first."
attack near the 'couple's home on
well-to-do Sanibel Island.
evacuated as
"His legs were still in the water
Boston hotel and there was no blood. We live
BOSTON (AP)- A heavily armed among alligators. We protect them.
FBI team searching for suspects in They have never attacked us
the terrorism attacks in New York before."
and Washington stormed a Boston
Ellen Stele. 81, thought her hushotel Wednesday.
.band was drowning in the canal
Guests were ordered to evacuate when she heard his screams.
the 36-story Westin Hotel in the
She pulled him as far up the
Back Bay section. according to a canal's bank as she could before
guest leaving the hotel who declined calling 911.

causes

of

FBI

Guests
teams search

UN volunteers leave
Afghanistan capital
KABUL, Afghanistan (AP)Dozens of United Nations
employees evacuated the
Afghan capital Wednesday
following the terrorist attacks
in the United States.
The United Nations ordered
the withdrawal of all its 80
international
staff
from
Afghanistan.
Several emergency United
Nations flights landed in the
Afghan capital Wednesday to
take workers to neighboring
Pakistan.
The remaining U.N. workers
are to leave on Thursday, said
U.N. officials in Kabul.
Dozens of other expatriate
employees of other international aid organizations also left
Wednesday.
U.N. spokeswoman Marie
Heuze in Geneva said the move
was a precaution over the safety of the employees in six
Afghan cities. but she declined
to say whether the United
Nations joined others in fearing
a
possible
reprisal
in
Afghanistan by the U.S. military.

tor spy planes in the past
month - both of which Iraq
claimed to have shot down but has not acknowledged any
hits by hostile fire.
The losses of both Predators were under investigation,
said Maj. Brett Morris, a U.S.
Air
Force
officer
and
spokesman for a Saudi-based
joint task force that oversees
the air patrols over southern
Iraq.
Pinpointing the cause of the
disappearance is time-consuming and difficult since
U.S. authorities cannot reach
the wreckage, he said.
Iraq said it shot the plane
down Tuesday near the southem city of Basra, 350 miles
south of the capital.
The Predator was the ftrst
U.S. aircraft lost in Iraq in the
10 years since U.S. and
British
planes
began
patrolling " no-fly" zones,
except for a "friendl y ftre"
incident in 1994. T hen, American F-15 fighter jets mistakenly shot down two U.S.
Army helicopters over northem Iraq, killing 26 peop le ,
including 15 Americans.

Laden, in the separatist region
of Chechnya.
Moscow
claims
that
Chechen fighters have been
trained at bin Laden's camps
in Afghanistan to fight in
Chechnya.

Chinese premier talks
with Kazak leaders
ALMATY, Kazakstan (AP)
- Chinese Premier Zhu Rongji
arrived in Kazakstan on
Wednesday on a trip intended
to bolster ties with the former
Soviet republic in volatile
Central Asia.
Zhu will hold meetings with
Kazak President Nursultan
Nazarbayev and Prime Minister Kasymzhomart Tokayev.
On Thursday. he will attend a
two-day meeting with the
prime ministers of Russia.
Kazakstan and three other former Soviet Central Asian
republics: Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan.
The organization, which
was originally formed in 1996
by five countries and dubbed
the
"Shanghai
Five,"
embraced Uzbekistan last
June. It says its goal is to
encourage regional cooperation and strengthen mutual
confidence and security in the
region.
Security issues are expected
to dominate the Chinese leader's meetings in Almaty,
Kazalcstan's largest city.
Zhu's talks with Kazak
officials are expected to focus
on a plan to build an oil
pipeline from western Kazakstan to China and other economic projects.
T he pipeline project has
long been under discussion,
but no action has been taken
yet.

Russia may join U.S.

U.S. investigates
plane Crash in Iraq

to fight terTorlsm

MOSCOW (AP)- The U.S.
MANAMA, Bahrain (AP) • ambassador to Moscow said
American military experts Wednesday that the terror
were examining data Wednes- attacks in Ne w York and
day transmitted from an Washington could lead to
unmanned U.S. spy plane to increased U.S.-Russian coopground controllers to deter- eration in battling terrorism.
mine why it went down over
"l believe this certainly will
southern Iraq.
underscore the fact that we
Iraq i television, meanwhile, have a common interest in the
showed footage Wednesday fight against international terof what it described as the rorism, and I certainly hope
wreckage of the plane Bagh· that it will promote greater
dad says it shot down o ne day cooperation,"
said
U.S.
earlier. Five or six pieces of Ambassador Alexander Vershdebris, including part of a bow.
twisted wing, were shown · • Russian officials say they
scattered in a 70-square-foot are tiattling international teearea.
roris ts, financed and otherwise
The United States says it supported by suspected terrorhas lost two unmanned Preda- ist mastermind Osama bin

World Briefly is compiled by
Copy Editor Lisa Laurason
and News Editor Jason
Billingsley.
'
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UT MARTIN STUDENT ACTIVITIES COUNCIL
PRESENTS

IN CONCERT

s

-

s

B
AW

$10
Reserved '$15
(Limit 2 per student with ID)

UTM Student Tickets: Gen. Adm.

Public Tickets:
.•

Gen. Adm.
Reserved

$20
$25

:3
A
Tie

-

A

-

utlets:

All Reserved/UTM Student: UC Information Desk
(for credit card orders, ca11731-587-7757)
General Admission Tickets:
McElhiney's Men's Shop (McKenzie) 731-352-7172
Leader Store (Fulton, KY)
270-472-3234
Five Seasons Men's Shop (Union City) 731-885-2772
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Campus handles crisis well
OurYI8W
ISSUE:
THOUSANDS DIED
IN THE NEW
YORK AND

T

K

What were your first
thoughts after hearing
Tuesday's news?
"I was
shocked.
The pictures
I saw didn't
look like
America."

W ASHINGTON,
D.C. TERRORIST
ATTACKS.
POSITION:
THE COLLEGE
AND COMMUNITY
HAVE GIVEN
MUCH-NEEDED
ATTENTION TO
THE EVENTS.

In the aftennath of Tuesday's
horrific events, the administration, campus organizations and
community
have
done
respectable jobs dealing with a
crisis that occurred so far from,
yet so close to, home.
University officials have
been extremely receptive to
student and parent concerns,
offering counseling services
and condolences to students
and staff with relationships to
the victims.
Murray State has made students feel like this crisis really

does affect them, even though
they live miles from the attack.
It was commendable of Don
Robertson. vice-president of
student affairs, to encourage
professors to be lenient with
students who may have missed
class or assignments because
they needed to be with their
families.
The teachers themselves did
an excellent job of modifying
classes because of the incident.
Attendance was not as strict,
and many teachers canceled
classes Tuesday and allowed

students to watch the latest
television news updates in
classrooms. After Tuesday,
some professors still encouraged student discussions about
the implications of the tragedy.
Programs to draw students
together is another well-supported administrative technique. Unity Day was not
intended to mend bridges from
the national tragedy, but still
served as an attempt to unite
students of all races.
Different
organizations
around campus have also

shown their concern and lent a
hand to those involved in the
attacks. The Omega Psi Phi
fraternity and Alpha Delta Pi
sorority have been collecting
donations for the victims.
The community has also
become active in the postattack efforts. The blood drive
at the University Church of
Christ demonstrates the level
of the community's concern. In
the aftermath of a crisis, it is
nice to see people on campus
and in the community help
each other out.

CIIYSTAL fiiYE
sophomore, Loulsvills

"I was
confused
because I
caught the
tail-end of
the news
broadcast."

BETHAWt A DAMS
senior. Bowling Green

"What a
tragedy.
Maybe
we're not as
prepared as
we thought."

-

CHAIIITY ':fOMIIO£
senior, Smithland
l!lr
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"Disbelief. I
couldn't
believe this
could
happen to
us."

SGA fails to represent students
Our View
ToNY8ARIIow

sen10r. Cottage Grove, Tenn.

Issue:
SGA CHOSE TO
STAND BEHIND
WHOMEVER THE
BoARD OF
REGENTS CHOSE AS
UNIVERSITY

"I couldn't
believe it.
When it was
still going
on after
class I knew
it was real."

*

KHADIJA H EAD
juniot At/ant.
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POSITION:
THE SGA
DISREGARDED
STUDENTS BY NOT
GATHERING THEIR
OPINIONS AND
VOTING FOR
WHICHEVER
CANDIDATE THEY
CHOSE.
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For a supposed democratic
institution, the current Student
Government Association has
failed to hold up its end of the
bargain.
SGA's decision to support
the Board of Regents' favor in
the fmal vote for University
president rather than representing the views of their constituents was insulting to the
student body.
Only one vote (the SGA
president's) in the presidential
selection bears a relation to the
feelings of nearly 9,000 students; the other ten votes come
from a faculty regent, a staff
regent and eight Board members.
The only dissenting vote in
the final election's 10-1 outcome came from Faculty
Regent Terry Strieter.
Strieter conducted a vote

among the faculty and represented its opposmon to
Alexander in the final election.
SGA president Nikki Key
failed to gather a wealth of student views on which to base
her vote. She did read comments from the student forums,
but because of a lack of publicity, attendance at the student
forums to discuss the presidents was low.
Seeing this, a truly active
president, vice-president, secretary and treasurer of the student body, plus a Residential
College Association president
and numerous SGA representatives, should have been out
among the students, collecting
opinions and conducting polls.
If this task was too daunting,
SGA should have at least publicized an additional session
where a student vote could

have been taken. similar to the
one the Faculty Senate conducted.
It is possible a majority of
students would have favored
King Alexander as president,
but a formal vote, perhaps
taken in a place like Winslow
where a large number of students convene, would have
been the only way to tell.
Key, like former University
President Kern Alexander, is
like a ghost, a face rarely seen
or heard by those she professes
to represent.
The other SGA members are
just as guilty. Many students
cannot name their SGA representatives because they have
not been visible. Wby weren't
the senators speaking up in
class, reminding fellow classmates of the student forums
where their views could be

considered?
Holders of the SGA president position typically have
close personal relationships
with University officials and
the Board of Regents. For
example. Tim Todd, currently
assistant provost to Academic
Affairs. served as SGA president during his studies at Westem Kentucky University under
Kern Alexander's presidency. '
He still considers Alexander
his "mentor and father-figure."
Key should not become so
involved with the Board. however. that it interferes with representing the student body.
SGA members may have
actively campaigned for student favor during their elections, but now they need to
work harder to prove it wasn't
the only time students' opinions really mattered to them.

• YourOpinion
Staff photographer goes
too far, shows no respect
To the Editor:
This past Tuesday. Sept. l l, was of
course, a terrible day. The World Trade
Center was demolished, the Pentagon
was damaged and there are thousands
dead.
That morning, after my 9:30 class
was dismissed early because of what
was happening, myself. my friends and
many other students went to the first
floor of the Curris Center to watch the
news .
To say the least, the television lobby
was crowded with what I guess was
more than 50 people (by the way, a
huge thanks to the Curris Center for
providing extra televisions for us).
The feeling in the room was very
somber. There were a number of people
crying, some because they knew people

in New York and were worried, some
just from the sheer magnitude of what
had happened.
And then in walked a photographer
from "The Murray State News," who
quickly knelt beside the television and
started taking pictures of the crowd,
showing absolutely no respect for the
situation. One of us commented on the
inappropriateness of what he was
doing, but he ignored us and continued
taking pictures.
Then someone finally got up and
stood in front of him so he was unable
to take anymore ptctures. He left, but
not before getting more shots from the
back of the room. This letter is
addressed to that member of your staff.
Media coverage is essential. God
knows I was watching the news that
day every time I had a chance . But
there is a point where it is too much.
When you are snapping pictures of
people who are emotionally upset and
who do not wish to have their picturt:~

taken, it's too much . It ' s insensitive,
rude and unwanted.
If you want to do 50mething useful.
put the camera down and offer a hand.
a touch or just a look of sympathy to
help people get through this.
Don ' t exploit people in moments of
weakness so you can have a poignant
picture for your new~paper .
Dennis Frymire
Senior
Carmi. Ill.

Parking issues still exist
work and school affected
To the Editor:
I have a legitimate complaint about
the lack of parking places for students
and faculty. I've spent every day this
semester driving around campus for no
less than 20 minutes trying to find a

place to park. I have been late to class
and work as a result of this. I have seen
students' cars being towed because
they were parked illegally and made a
choice to come to class or work.
I suggest the University allow students to park where they want without
any penalties until whoever is in charge
can remedy the problem.
Cherie Kerney
Junior
South Fulton. Tenn .

Write to us

"'The Murray State News.. welcomes com-

mentaries and letters to the editor. Letters
should be 300 words or fewer and must be
signed. Contributors should inclilde addresses
and phone numbers for verification. Please
include hometown. classification, title or relationship to the University. '"The Murray State
News" reserves the right to edit for style.
length and content.
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Responding to the tragedy

.------.--

Campus groups charitable,
some students need lessons

Associated Press via ABC

In tbls image taken from television, an aln:raft Is shown as ltis about tony Into the World Trade
Center In New York. The atn:raft was the second to fly into the towen Tuesday morning.

Murray State University is known for its
kindness and charity to those in need.
We saw it after the Hester fire, when students offered their beds, clothing and money
to help those who were displaced. We've
seen that same kindness in the actions of
many groups on campus who are dedicating
their time to raise money for people affected
by the World Trade Center and Pentagon
tragedies hundreds of miles away.
I was impressed by one group's efforts.
The Omega Psi Phis dedicated two fuU days
of their time to raise money for people
they've never met. Their table at the Curris
Center had a jar for donations and all the latest news on Tuesday's events. They
answered questions about their cause and
told students about other opportunities to
help people in New York and Washington,
D.C. They defined charity. and the American Red Cross has benefited because of
them.
Alpha Omicron Pi was collecting money
for those who suffer from serious forrns of
arthritis at the table next to them. The AOPi
members have shown dedication for years to
a cause that often gets overlooked. Their
"best legs contest" and the Mr. MSU
Pageant have always been very popular, and
.f congratulate their success.
Those two groups understand what it
means to be charitable. But I don't know if I
can say the same for many of the students
walking by those tables Wednesday.
Students were making stops at the ATM

to give to charity. or should 1 say, help one
of their friends win the best legs contest.
While those students were stuffing bills into
the jar with the picture slightly resembling
"Bob's legs," the Omega Psi Phis asked
them to donate to the Red Cross. The students quick.ly stuffed a couple dollars into
"Bob's jar," looked at the ground and
walked away.
I was disgusted as I witnessed this happen
at least three times in the 10 minutes I was
near those tables. Those students had no
concept of what it means to be charitable. I
understand that sometimes you have to
choose which charity is most important. Can
you name a college student who has the
funds to give to every group with a cause on
this campus? I know I can't. However. I do
know that many of "Bob's friends" had no
idea where their money was going.
There is something to be said for charity.
lt comes from those who give for the sake of
giving.
For those who shoved a couple bucks in a
jar to help "Bob" out, thanks, your money is
going to help a bunch of people.
For those of you who who felt bad
because you only had 84 cents to give to the
Red Cross or the Arthritis Foundation - God
bless you.

In My
Opinion

LAURA
DEATON
"THERE IS
SOMETHING TO
BE SAID FOR
CHARITY. IT
COMES FROM
THOSE WHO
GIVE FOR THE
SAKE OF
GIVING."

lAura Deaton is chief copy editor for "The

Murray State News."

Despite inhumane actions, good still exists
In My
• •
Op1n10n

jOSH
GIBSON

"EVEN IN

THE

MIDST OF ALL
THAT WAS
WRONG IN THE
WORLD THERE

WAS STILL A
LOT THAT WAS
RIGHT."

G

Tuesday morning started out like so many othcrs. I woke up, shaved, took a shower. got ready
for class, and was (for once) running a bit early.
Since I h.td a few minutes, I decided to catch yet
another Sports Center replay.
However, inf.tead of hearing how the Broncos
won the Monday Night Football game for the
hundredth time. rny screen greeted me with the
harrowing image of a crumbling World Trade
Center.. Shocked. I sat down on m) couch and
watched in horror as these terrible events unfoldcd ber:)re my eyes. Scenes of death and destruclion. on American soil. the likes of which I had
hcen fortunate enough to have only seen on a
vnJeu from a Third World country.
As I sat in stunned silence, !tried to fully grasp
the :-.ituation. What kind of monster could have
caused such ahjcct demolition'' We, collectively
as humans. are capable of atrocities so dark and
Inhumane that it almost defies belief.
l never made it to my first class on Tuesday.
On the way to my second. the haunting visions of
what I had seen replayed over and again 10 my
head. As 1 sat in class. I don't think that I actually heard anything my msrructor ~aid (sorry Or.
Hnnsen). All I could thmk about was the image
of the billowing smoke cloud slowly drifting

over the remaining buildings in the New York
City skyline. Somewhere in the distance. far
removed from the disturbing world of my
thoughts. I heard my professor call for a break.
I shook off the cobwebs and stumbled to the
Coke machine. After it took my first offering of
fifty cents, 1 gave it the rest of my change and
received my Sprite. I took my prize and stepped
outside onto the quad, and into one of the most
beautiful days I had seen in quite a while.
•
There was something oddly therapeutic about
the roar of lawnmowers and smell of freshly-cut
grass. I sat down on a bench. took a deep breath
of the late summer air and tried to clear my mind
of the chaos occurring halfway across the country.
As I sat there. I watched the people who pa.ssed
me. Across the quad, I saw a non-traditional student precariously balancing her books and her
coffee, and I could already see that she wasn't
going to make it. Sure enough, she stumbled, lost
the books, but made a nice diving save on the
coffee. Before she could bend down and regroup
her books. three guys stopped and picked them
up for her. They handed them back to her, and
then quickly went back to their conversation.
Granted. this was a small act of kindness,

seemingly inconsequential in the grand scheme world, there was still a whole lot that was right.
of things, but it shined rather brightly against the Hold on, I'm not suggesting an international
dark events of the day. Somewhere inside, it gave game of kickball, but I think we can all team
humanity a point for the good guys. lt chalked something from these kids. Everyone is different,
one up forma. baseball. and apple pie. and all of but that's okay. Sometimes we throw the ball too
those other cliches that make America great. hard, but all we have to do is take a little bit off
Feeling somewhat better, I sat through the rest of of the throw next time. Nobody likes being out,
class. and then headed off to work.
but that's part of the game, and we all can have
I work for the YMCA Afterscbool P.f9iraP1... fun if we play by the rules.
Work for me is fourteen screaming. element¥Y ... ~ Tuesday's tragedy won' t just go away, but we
sd1ool studenlS who have been cooped up in ' '"cannot let it control our lives. Bad things happen
class all day. I love my job. rMent 10 work and ' 'in life, sometimes for no apparent reason. Howentered a world untouched by the turmoil in New ever,, you can't let yourself forget that good
York. The biggest problem in my world now was things happen too. Kids are still playing, the stars
who was the fastest and who could swing the are out again tonight and there hasn't been a
highest.
cloud in the sky for two days.
1 swung on the swing set. threw a football with
I leave you now with a simple request. Go out
a six-year-old (read: 1 tossed the ball, then today and do one good deed. Score one more
retrieved it from whatever direction it happened point for all that is right with the world. We can't
to go next), and sat and watched the children always stop bad things from happening, but we
play. They didn't care at all about how different can try our best to overpower the bad with the
they were or about what was going on in the rest good.
of the world. All that concerned them was that
Matthew was out but kept playing and that Ashley was throwing the ball too hard. Suddenly
something made sense.
Josh Gibson is a junior history major from PadEven in the midst of all that was wrong in the ucah.

Real-life humanities lesson
shows students are isolated
In My
Opinion

ERIN
RICHARDS
"WHILE I
CONSIDER
MYSELF AND MY
COLLEAGUES
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ISOLATED FROM
THE 'REAL
WORLD,' A
DISASTER OF
THIS SORT STII..:L
HITS CLOSE TO
HOME."

When the first plane crashed
into the World Trade Center
tower in New York City, I was
un'>u~pectingly munching on
Golden Grahams and a banana.
grumpily rending 'The Odyssey"
for my humanities class and wondering why Humer had to use so
many words to illustrate aspt.•cts
of human nature.
Meanwhile, thousand'i of people were being killed and the
largest terrorbm nnack on U.S.
soil wa~ unfolding. I experienced
a much bigger hurnanitit•s lesson
on Sepl. II. 200 I. and 11 ts a lesson which doe.~ not have a designated end. Homer ma) have illustrntcJ naws in human nature, but
lll~tther he nor the Gr.eck gods
could have envisioned ~uch a
heinnu'> act of human violence
and destruction.
Astde from concentr.tting on
the mornmg's catastmphe. the
JOurnalist tn me was fascinated
by the way in which nl·ws spread
around campu-;. In COihideration
for m) sleeping roommate, I d1d
not tum on the television in the
murning to watch the nl!ws, so it
was not until I talked with some
girb in the elevator that I discovered what had happened. I 1\!lt
ashamed that I had not known
sooner about the catastrophe,
after ull. I work for a newspaper
that prides itselt on timeline~s.
But imnkally. I knew about the
events long before a lot of other
students.
"So Jo you think we'll have

humanities class today?" I asked
one of my classmates on the elevator when I was leaving my
JMC class at 10:30 a.m.
" Why wouldn't we?" My
classmate responded. completely
oblivious to the day's proceedings. I couldn't believe that she,
nor any of the other elevator riders, had not yet been informed.
Were they living in a vacuum?
Once outside, I stared at all the
other seemmgly carefree students
and wondered how many of them
were also clueless about the disaster. For some reason, it angered
me that some people had not
made an effon to !-lay informed
about current national events.
But those feelings subsided
when I began thinking about how
it is not really their fault. After
all, we live in a secluded country
town, safe in our collegiate world
where people walk •carefree
around campus at night and joke
about dialing 2222 in the event of
an ..emergency." Bud things happen to us here. but not often
enough to worry.
We are not yet involved in the
··real" world: a place where the
stock market matters, business
meetings define one's job and
mortgage payments must be
made. Our ··commute'' consists
of walking a quarter mile to class
or cursing the guy in front of us
who took the last parking space.
We are not the most reliable news
source-we are cheap college students who do not waste money on

subscriptions to ''The Paducah
Sun" or 'Time" and sleep
through "The Today Show." In
our college cocoon, we are not
required to know about current
events with Associated Press-like
accuracy. We are here to get an
education and enjoy some of the
best years of our lives.
All students were eventually
infonned about Tuesday's attack.
and safe in our cla.c;srooms and
dorm rooms. we watched the
day's events unfold. Like a scene
from "Armageddon." four other
editors and I sat huddled around a
radio in the newsroom, listening
to the president address a nation
in shambles. We were simply
outside listeners to horrible
events happening far away from
home.
The unprecedented national
catastrophe reminded me that
while J consider myself and my
colleagues isolated from the "real
world," a disaster of this sort still
hits close to home. However safe
I feel here in Murray. horrible,
inhumane events happen worldwide. 1just happened to be one of
the lucky ones who was not related to any one of the victims.
The most catastrophic event for
our generation has just occurred.
and it has humbled me. Maybe
Homer isn't so bad after all.

Erin Richards is the opinion edicor for "The Murray Stare
New!i."

Americans must not jump
to conclusions regarding
faith of Middle Easterners
Today is a sad time for aU Americans. In the aftermath of the
destruction in New York, Washington D.C. and Pennsylvania, we look
back in anger. We want someone to
pay for the needless loss of life and
the violation of our sense of vulnerability.
r have mixed feelings about what
has happened. During the live coverage of events, I found myself feeling as if I were watching a movie
starring Denzel Washington. Yet
seeing the victims· real faces and
hearing the stories of absolute horror snapped me back into reality. I
wanted someone to pay for this horrendous crime. and I wanted instant
gratification.
I know many people are experiencing similar emotional nuctuations of anger and patriotism. I
know many of you have found various ways to cope with this grievous situation. whether with blood
donations, acts of human solidarity
or religion.
Already I have heard various
comments condemning all Arabian
people for these crimes against
humanity. I understand the predominant number of international terrorist acts have been the result of
Arabian terrorist organizations:
however. we must not jump to hasty
conclusions.
As Americans, and predominantly Christians, we cannot grasp the
distinction in religion between Middle Easterners' faiths and their

actions. It is hard for us to see the
difference between mainstream
Islam and beliefs of certain radical
terrorists. As a nation composed
primarily of Christians, we understand a martyr to be one that dies in
support of his or her faith. Followers of the Muslim and Islamic faiths
feel the same way.
We must understand that mainstream Islam and the radical twisted
beliefs held in Muslim terrorist
organizations are not the same.
These latter individuals become
confused with the notion of martyrdom. They feel no difference exists
in dying for what you believe in and
in killing others while dying for
what you believe. The majesty and
nobility is equal in their eyes.
What we should do as Americans
is strongly support our president
and government. We should show
no weakness so that those who
mean to harm us understand who
we are as a nation and what we simply will not tolerate. We should not
alienate. retaliate against or hold all
Arabian people accountable for
what has happened.
let our government stamp out the
terror, now that people completely
realize it exists. Only through such
vinue can we call ourselves Americans.

Marc Jagot!. is a sophomort!. English
majorfrom Paducah.

In My
Opinion

MARC
jAGOE
"MAINSTREAM
ISLAM AND THE
RADICAL
TWISTED
BELIEFS HELD IN
MUSLIM
TERRORIST
ORGANIZATIONS ARE NOT
THE SAME."
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Saturdays restaurant
AXA house hit by tree during Friday storms
shut down temporarily
for multiple violations
BY J ASON BILLINGSL£Y
NEWS EDITOR

STAFF REPORT

Saturdays restaurant had its
liquor license suspended last
Thursday because of fatlure to
comply with state law that was
adopted into the liquor-by-thedrink ordinance.
The suspension was not permanent: the restaurant reopened Monday after incorporating required
additional seating.
Accordmg to the ordtnance.
restaurants that sell liquor by the
drink must be able to seat at least
100 people.
After a fire in-;pection. the restaurant was found to be in violation of
this provision.
City Administrator Don Elias
said the addition of a bar and several video game machines brought
the seating capacity down to 71
from 101.

The restaurant was also closed
for a short period last Thursday
because of fire-code violations.
Murray Fire Inspector Dickie
Walls reported the following violations: no emergency lights operable, a table in the path of egress
past the door. no e.xit signs or directional exit signs. exit doors swinging in the wrong direction, extension cords used as permanent
wiring. tillers missing from exhaust
hood system. unapproved filters in
the hood system and unsecured,
compressed-gas cylinders.
Wall~ said the exit violations
were corrected. The restaurant is
allowed 30 days to correct the other
reported violations.
Saturday's was the third restaurant to serve alcohol in Murray
after the passage of the liquor by
the-drink ordinance. The first was
Fifteenth and Olive, followed by El
Tequila.
4

A near tragedy might tum into a
blessing in disguise for Lambda Chi
Alpha soc tal fraternity.
On Friday afternoon, many of the
Lambda Chi Alpha brothers had
gathered in the upstairs room of
Chris Lawrence. senior from Vienna. Ill., to discuss what fundraisers
the fraternity could do to fund a new
house.
A·:: a violent storm brewed outside. Chris Hancock, senior from
Hopkinsville.
looked
out
Lawrence's window.
''When I looked out the window at
the storm. I said. ·wouldn't it be
cool if that tree (beside the house)
went down and we got a new house
out of it.'" Hancock. said. "Then it
started to come down and we all ran
like heck. it was pretty crazy."
the winds blew down the tree
directly beside the Lambda Chi
Alpha house, splitting it at the base,
crashing it against the house.
The tree did not break. through the
house, but did knock off shingles,
gutter' and bricks.

It also damaged the chimney. The
affected urea of the hou~e is now
covered by a tarp.
No one was hurt by the tree crash.
and after the fraternity members
realized everyone was OK. their
thoughts turned to joy.
"We've been trying to gel a new
house for a while." Lawrence said.
"We figure some damage (to the
house) might help that."
Many Lambda Chi Alpha alumni
saw the damage on their way home
from work and asked how they
could help move the tree or repair
the house.
"We figure we might get some
alumni to help fund us." Billy
Hansen, junior from St. Louis, said.
The brothers are still living in the
house, Lawrence said. Some water
leakage was visable, but not bad
enough to leave the house.
The Nashville insurance company
that covers the Lambda Cht house
had not come to do an estimate as of
Wednesday. but should sometime in
the next week. Lawrence said.
Hancock said Rush events schedRyan Brook~The News
uled to take place at the house went A tarp covers the area of the Lambda C hi Alpha house hit after
a tree in the yard was blown down onto the house Friday.
on as planned.
'

liuaranteed lowest price!i in Puryear, Tenn.
12 pack 12oz. cans M~~~car ~ C(O©W$ ~~g~t $7.99
24 pack 12oz. cans 18ll.Jl<dJ/ Bl\.Jldl ~~g!ht $15.59
24 pack 7oz. bottles lBl\.Jl~C~ lb~sr $8,39

VIDEO SUPER

MINITMART~

STORE

Many of your favorite classics and new releases!

•Over 1200 DVD's in stock!
• New arrivals weekly.
3 Movies fo r 2 nights at $7.50

641 South Puryear Tenn.

OFFICER CANDIDATES
WANTED- GO FOR THE GOLD

Kentucky Army National Guard is accepting applications
for Officer Candidate Programs. This includes Direct Commission,
ROTC/Simultaneous Membership Program and
Office Candidate School
BENEFITS INCLUDE-FREE COLLEGE TUITION ASSISTANCE,
tn addition to the Army College Fund and t he
Montgomery GI Bill.
Call 2nd Lieutenant Travis Carpenter @ (502) 395-0048
to schedule an appointment
CALL NOW - LIMITED OPENINGS

,
'' ''
Rush Week

Brin~V1e ad

• 714 N . 12th St.
OCPenney Shopping Center)

and receive S I gJf

>
7j53 - 7670

I

l

Rental Exptres I 0/31/0 I

~-----------------------------·

BLUE AND GOLD CLUB
CHECKING
• Minimum of $50.00 To Open
• No lVlonthly Service Charge for Full Time
College Students
• Unlimited Check Writing
• First 50 Checks Free
*Murray State Checks are Available*
• Activity Staten1ent Only E-Mail Images FREE
• ATM Card Available

Ill
RACERS

Murray State
University

~\.

The
~7Bank
Murray
Hmv Banking ShOllld Be

Lli

Murray Stoce
University

Are you a Christian girl and interested in a Sorority?

Then we're the group for you!!!!
Monday (9/17) 6:30 pm : Info Meeting, Currls Center
Wednesday {9/19) 8:30 pm : Capture the flag, Qucad
Thursdav (9/20) 7:30 : Bonfire, Meet in lntrcamural field parking lot
Fridav {9/21) : Bid Night

Contact Crystal with questions 762-3643

I

t. 15th @ 6p.m.
y Stewart Stadium
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Ag commissioner makes·stop at MSU Faculty Senate will
issue resolution on
hiring of Alexander
Smith also expressed concern on farm $afety in
both the field and home. This was a tough subject
for many people in Murray. as there was a death
in a recent grain-bin accident.
"We're trying to educate fanners and producers about the hazards and dangers of farm and
home safety," be said. "We include home in that
because of appliances. power tools, lawn products; all of these things can be hazardous if they
are not operated in a proper way.''
Another major focus of the Field Day was the
marketing of local crops regionally, state-wide,
nationally and worldwide. Smith said farmers are
the world's best producers. as they are producing
at record levels in an efficient manner.
He said this is proven as only I 0 percent of the
average U.S. household income is spent for food.
and the food produced is a safe, high-quality
product.
Smith said the farming community is making
up for a Jack of expertise in marketing the farmers' products. and agencies have to help farmers
get the highest dollar for their products through
the staff at the state level and other organizations
on a local. regional level.
Recent concern over the future availability of
gas and oil also played a part in the discussion.
Smith said even before the incidents of this
week occurred, the state of Kentucky. as well as
many other com-producing states, were thinking
about ways to increase use of ethanol-based or
bio-diesel gasoline.
Ethanol is a com-based fuel that is cleaner for
the environment, but has struggled to get a

BY JASON BILLINGSLEY
NEWS EDITOR

Commissioner of the Kentucky Department of
Agriculture Billy Ray Smith was in Murray on
Thursday for the MSU School of Agriculture
Diversification and Development Field Day.
The event. held at the MSU College Farm and
Research Complex and the North Farm and
Pullen Farm Complexes. wa<~ an open, public
event with discussion on various topics concerning the fanning community.
Smith said the two major topics covered at the
Field Day were food safety/consistency and the
relation~hip between production agriculture and
the environment.
"We have the track record to show that farmers
can be good producers. produce at record levels
and be stewards of the environment." Smith said.
"When you really stop and think about it, who
better than a farmer who has raised his or her
family or (their second or third generations on the
same farm) ... to be good stewards of the water,
the soil and the air and pass that on to the next
generation.''
Smith said while the majority of farmers show
concern for the environment. there are ways of
dealing with those who neglect environmental
responsibility..
Smith :;aid Kentucky has the toughest, and
best, water-quality plan of any state in the country and bas cost-share programs to help farmers
meet the regulations required to legally grow
crops on their farms.

foothold in the national fuel market. Bio-diesel
gasoline is a similar product based on soy oil
from soybeans.
An ethanol-production factory is currently
being constructed in Hopkinsville and is estimated to open in about two years. Smith said.
Jay Morgan. assistant professor in the MSU
School of Agriculture. said the eventual plan
for the plant is to take western Kentucky com
to produce ethanol.
The ethanol would be used in various ways,
such as gas or for livestock products, throughout western Kentucky.
"What we envision is com grown in western
Kentucky going to Hopkinsville, (being
processed) and then (being) shipped back to
western Kentucky, and hopefully we can get it
in some of the local gas stations," Morgan said.
"That's going to be a tough chore to do, considering we don't have a lot of control over
that. But we hope consumer demand will drive
the market for that. It's going to be up to consumers deciding (ethanol-based gas) is what
they want to Ul>e in order to convince a lot of
local gas markets to change."
Murray State has already taken a foothold in
the use of ethanol-gasoline cars, as the entire
Ford Tauruc; fleet of University vehicles run on
ethanol-based gasoline: a pump was installed
earlier this summer.
Morgan said MSU is one of the first, if not
the only. university in the region to use ethanol
in at least some of their vehicles.

STAFF REPORT

The Murray State Faculty Senate Executive Committee has
decided not to pursue further
action on the hiring of F. King
Alexander as Murray State's I Oth
President until the regular Faculty Senate meeting in October.
The committee met in executive
session Tuesday and decided it
will not hold a special meeting or
open faculty forum.
The council will wait to create a
resolution on the hiring of Alexander until the monthly Senate meeting on Oct. 2.
Faculty Senate President Bill
Call said a special meeting was
not called because information is
still being collected from faculty
members.
The recent terrorist attacks also
contributed to the decision to draft
a resolution for passage at the regu-

larly scheduled Senate meeting.
Call said they believe the direction of the resolution has been
worked out. It will be the faculty's
official response to the Board of
Regents hiring Alexander ac; president.
If faculty members have questions or want to contribute to the
resolution, they should contact their
Faculty Senate representative, or
contact Call or Faculty Regent
Teny Strieter.
On Sept. 6, 90 of 95 faculty
members who issued a vote on
Alexander at an open faculty forum
on the presidential candidates
found Alexander an unacceptable
choice for the presidency.
The faculty favored Donald
Bates of California State University- Dominguez Hills. issuing 84
favorable votes out of a possible
95. G. Daniel Howard of the University of North Alabama received
24 favorable votes.
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Give us a call or stop by 111 Wilson Hall during
our designated office hours.
Monday: 2 p.m.-4 p.m.
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This Week
•friday
•Mr. MSU- The
21st annual Mr. MSU
Pageant, 7 p.m. in
Lovett Auditorium
•Cinema lnternational- "Not One
Less," 7:30 p.m. in
the Curris Center
Theater. Free admission.

• sabanlay
•Pic:nJc- Nontraditional Student Organization family picnic
in the park, Courthouse Pavilion, Murray-Calloway County
Park. Time to be
announced.
•Cinema International- "Not One
Less," 7:30 p.m. in
the Curris Center
Theater. Free admission.

• sunday
•Bible Study- University Church of
Christ, 9 a.m.
•Bible Study- Chi
Alpha, Elizabeth College back lobby, 9: l S
a.m. Rides to the
t ' church of your choice
afterward.

...
t

I •

•monday
•Ultimat e FrisbeeHester College side
, lawn, 6 p.m.

...

·· • baHday
• CAB - Campus
Activities
Board
meeung, 4:30p.m. in
the Curris Center
Tennessee Room
• Concert - Lifehouse, The Calling,
Michelle Branch, 8
p.m. in the Regional
Special Events Center

•wednesday
• SGA - Student
Government Association Student Senate
meeting, S p.m. in the
Curris
Center
Barkley Room
•Rotaract- Rotaract
meeting, Hester College lobby, 8 p.m.

...... .
•ot

........... ..
~ f • thursday
•t •

Cinema l nterna,: tiona)
"Der
t' Geteilte
Himmel
(Divided Heaven),"
7:30 p.m. in the Curris Center Theater.
Free admission.
• Poetry Read ing Dana Levin, 7:30
p.m. in Pogut Library

To post information
in the calendar, phone
,. • 762-4480 or fax it to
762-3175.

Eonoa: Seen G1ason

762-4480
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Fami.ly Weekend provides fun
BY MARLIE SAWYER

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Roaring vacuums, brooms sweeping under
carpets and famous midnight cleanings are "'
usual sights at Murray State this week. Campus has been turned upside down in preparation for MSU Family Weekend 2001.
This very weekend, Sept. 14 and 15,
'MSU's campus will be transformed into a
fun-filled environment the whole family can
enjoy. Families will be given the once-in-alife opportunity to sneak a peak into the lives
and times of MSU students.
Because of the cancelation of this weekend's football game, "Tent City"_ and other
events may be canceled. At press time, it was
not known what events would still take place.

The festivities begin Friday with the 21st
annual Mr. MSU Pageant at 7 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium. Saturday's events include the
Kid's Breakfast and cartoons at 8 a.m. in
' Elizabeth College. The Residential College
Reception begins at I 0 a.m. at each respective college followed by lunch at noon in
Winslow Dining Hall.
Residential "Tent City" will follow
between Springer and Franklin Colleges.
Intensive planning and preparation have
taken place to bring Family Weekend to Murray this year. Three thousand Family Weekend fliers were printed and 2,516 sent to
encourage families to attend Family Weekend.
"Even though it bas been difficult planning
for the Family Weekend, being two weeks
early, we are very excited and optimistic

about the outcome," Lori Larrison, Residential College Association vice president, said.
Because Family Weekend is taking place
two weeks earlier than last year, the Family
Weekend staff has worked twice as hard to
make it a success.
·
"This year we are trying to hit every aspect
of the family: parents, students and children,"
Larrison said.
Along with the planning, the RCA staff is
excited about the various events for different
age groups attending Family Weekend.
The Kid's Breakfast is orientated toward
young children. The Mr. MSU pageant, Residential College Receptions are geared toward
students. Family pictures are aimed at parents, as well as the rest of the family. All of
these activities help give families an unforgettable experience at MSU.

With all the events taking place. families
will not only be able to enjoy themselves,
they will also have the chance to see the
uniqueness of Murray State University first
hand.
"It is important to show families how Murray State is unique from other colleges with
other residential college systems," said Josh
Rose, Residential College Association president. "Involvement is a key factor in a career
planning situation, and the residential colleges create the opportunity for just that.''
The RCA encourages students to get
involved in planning events such as Family
Weekend by attending RCA meetings at 5
p.m. on Mondays in the Curris Center
Barkley Room.

Hav.i ng
Religious organizations offer diversity
BY EMILY BLACK

COllEGE LIFE EDITOR
ANGEL CRON EY

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Just looking around campus many might assume Murray State
University is a community with little religious diversity; that is
not entirely true. Although many area religious organizations are
denominations of the Protestant faith, as the enrollment of Murray State continues to rise, so do the numbers of different beliefs
and religions.
However, despite their differences. most religious groups on
campus do have o ne thing in common; they all offer a place for
students to come together and practice their faith.
"One of our main focuses is just learning about God by being
with people and giving students a safe place on campus to
process things and just hang out.'' Brian Baldwin, director of the
Murray Christian Fellowship, said.
MCF is a Christian organization that has approximately 60 students who regularly attend services and functions. The organizations offers worship services and bible studies for students.
"(We do) a lot of things. especially with the freshman and
transfer students. like helping them move in.'' Mark Whitt, director of the Baptist Student Union, said. "We hope to have an
impact to share the love of Christians across campus."
The BSU is one of the larger religious organizations at Murray
State University with approximately 400 students involved in
some facet of the organization.
The BSU sponsors programs for students, such as weekly luncheons on Wednesdays and a program called Thursday Night
Together, or TNT, on Thursdays.
The BSU also regularly organizes outings for students such as
missionary trips, which many members participate in during
spring break.
Although the BSU is a Baptist organization, students of all
faiths are welcome and encouraged to get involved.
"Anyone can feel free to come over anytime, there's no joining," Whitt said. "We're just a body of believers in Christ. We
invite anyone."
With the high number of international students attending Murray State, many of these organizations try to reach out to them to
make the area feel more like home. Although many students may
not share all of an organization's beliefs, the support of these
groups can be beneficial to both parties.
"We invite anyone who wants to come out,'' said Rev. Brent

Karri Rubeck/The News

Rachel Walllce, freshman from Car bondale, Ill. and D.J. Culp, freshman from Cadiz spend time at the Murray
Christian Fellowship. Religious organizations around campus can provide a comforting place for students to gather.
Porterfield. director of the United Methodist Campus Fellowship.
"We are a Christian organization, but it's not limited to Christians."
The United Methodist Campus Fellowship has weekly devotion
meeting~ on Sundays, an investment club, a women's organization, bible studies and weekly Wednesday.luncheons
The organization has 30 members in the core fellowship, but
often has anywhere from 75 to 80 students that come by the
house.
Protestant religions are not the only groups on campus that offer
students a place to practice their faith.
The Muslim Student Organization was established in 1995 to

provide students an outlet to practice Islam. The organization has
approximately 40 students.
The Student Pagan Association is another religious organization on campus that sponsors events and holds meetings for students interested in Pagan beliefs.
Many of the organi1.ation~ said that they simply try to provide
students a home away from home where they can gather and cel ebrate their faith and just hang with their friends.
"We try to be a link between college and home," said Sister
Mary Matthias Ward, campus minister at the Newman House.
"We offer a spiritual connection."
The Newman House is a Catholic organization for students.

Levin brings winning poetry to Murray
BY SCOTT G IBSON

ASSISTANT COllEGE liFE EDITOR
Dana Levin, award-winning poet, visual artist
and fiction writer, is scheduled to read selected
works from her book "In the Surgical Theatre"
as part of the Creative Writing Series.
Levin, who teaches at the College of Santa Fe,
has been compared to such mystic poets as Wall
Whitman, Stephen Crane and WiUiam Blake.
Her first book. "In the Surgical Theatre," features many poems that emphasize the importance, beauty and sometimes gross nature of the
human body.
George Hovis, director of creative writing,
said he believes Levin follows in the same tradi·
tion as early mystical poets.
''She instills a sense of mystery and magic in
an age that has divorced itself from those elements," Hovis said.

Most of the poems in Levin's book talk of bodies, disease and angels. One such poem is "The
Nurse.'' In 'The Nurse" Levin 'tries to unify the
body and the spirit.
"In this poem the political, physical and spiritual all come together," Hovis said. "Her interest
is more in the physicality of the body; paying
homage to the body."
In another poem, "Bathhouse. 1980," Levin
brings forth images of an erotic setting in which
lovers are in a bathhouse, :-;preading germs and
disea~.

Levin's reading is a way for students and
struggling creative writers around the area to pan
out and experience new ideas and cultures.
Krista Matheny, junior from Cincinnati, Ohio.
has attended every reading in the Creative Writing Series in the past two years.
"You gain a greater appreciation of the
works.'' Matheny said. ''Anyone can stt down
and read a book, or poem or short story. It has a

deeper meaning when you hear it come from the
author themselves."
The readings are an interesting way for students to experience cultural differences. Many
student<; have never traveled far from home. The
readings can introduce these students to a new
way of thinking and new ideas.
"Even if you can't go and visit these places.
you can go and hear the authors read their
works.'' Matheny said. "It's quite incredible to
hear the authors talk about where they get their
ideas from ."
Levin will also critique 'itudent work at 8 a.m.
Thursday in the Price Doyle Fine Arts Drawing
Room. Levin was invtted by fnend and colleague
Dale Leys. art professor.
"She's a very creative pel"ion. whereas she's
very aware not only tn poems, but visually,"
Leys said. "I just thought it would be a great idea
to let her look at some of the students' pieces.
I've done this before with other artists and it's

worked out wonderfully."
Leys has asked students to bring current work
and "greatest hits" pieces for Levin to critique.
"She's very communicative and has a lot of
insight, and she brings that with her in her
works," Leys said. ''She can perhaps bring some
insight to students a~; an author."
Levin's reading is the first in the Department
of English and Philo~ophy's Creative Writing
Serie~. sponsored by the College of Humanities
and Fine Arts.
Levin has won many award~ for her book
including the
1999 American Poetry
Review/Honickman First Pri1e and the 2000
Witter Bynner Prize from the American Academy of Arts and Letters.
The reading of "In the Surgical Theatre" will
take place at 7:30 p.m. Thur~day in Pogue
Library main·reading room.A reception will fol low at the Faculty Club. Signed copies of Levin's book will be available. Admission is free .
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Road Trip

This Week
•

So you crammed all week,
took that last test and collapsed in a tired heap in your
dorm room. Don't let your
weekend suffer. All you need
is semi-re liable transportation, gas money and the sheer,
unadulterated will to have a
good time ...

• mUSIC
1. Aaliyah - Aaliyah
2. Ma ry J. Blige - No More
Drama
3. Slipknot - Iowa
4. Abcia Keys - Songs in A
Minor
5. Maxwell - Now

Source: As~ociated Press

• around town
Tonight
Largo Bar and Grill - Jim
Skinner Blues Band, 9 p.m.

Saturday

• movies

Big Apple Cafe - Hoosier
Daddy, 9:30 p.m.

1. The Musketeer
Starring Justin Chambers and
Tim Roth
2. Two Can Play That Game
Starring Vivica A. Fox and
Morris Chestnut

•1 hour drive

3. Rock Star

Paducah - Can't find any-

Starring Mark Wahlberg and
Jennifer Aniston

4. J eepers Creepers

Starring Gina Philips and
Justin Long

5. The Others
Starring Nicole Kidman

Sourc-e:: A~sociated Press
Market House Theatre

• books

Murray State student Jacob York, sophomore from Benton, and Market House Theatre veteran 'actor AI Knudsen star as Police

1. Nora Roberts - "Time and Detective Davenpor t and Henry Perkins, respectinly, in the theater 's latest comedy productions " Funny Money!'
Again"

2. J.D. Robb - ''Seduction in
Death"

3. Spencer Johnson - "Who
Moved My Cheese?"
4. Dave Pilkey - "Captain
Unde~an ts and the Wrath of
the W1cked Wedgie Woman"
5. Kay Hooper - "'fouchi ng
Evil" ·

'Funny Money' buys laughs
BY 'EMILY BLACK
COLLEGE l iFE EDITOR

New York has Broadway and Lond('ll has the
Source: As~ociated Pres~ West End for great theater: however, many people do n<>t know aboul this area' :. theater outlet.
The Market House "lllcatre in Paduca h provides
((~tal re-;idcnts WJth u c han~e to not 1>nly watch
Sl~
theater, but perform it.
Market House Tlmatrc recently began its 38th
http://www.theban~les.com . season with the comedy "Funny Money."'
Y?.U love .great 80s ~ U SI ~ "It is a farce. a fast paced comedy." said
!!ke ~alk L1ke .~n Eg,rptJan. Michael Cochran, executive director of Market
Mamc,Mond~y and ptemal House Theatre und director of "Funny Money:·
Flame. b_ut JUSt can. t find "We genemlly try to do a couple 11f different
enough of Jt on the .radto. then .kinds or comedies n )'car. nnd wej ust decided to
ctieck <?Ut t~e offic1al Bangle go with thi!> one."
We.b . Stte for news, photos. "Funny Mnney" i!> a comedy wrlllcn by Ray
ly n c: and act~al conc:~t Cooney and is performed by a group of veteran
footaee of the Bangles latc~l Market House Thcatrc actors.
tour.
" Funny Money" is the story of Henry Perkins.

• we
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an insignificant middle-aged man who stumbles
across a briefcase full of money on his way home
to celebrate his birthday. Henry decides to take
the money and run. but hefore he and his wife,
Jean, get the ~:hunce to fly otT to a distant country.
they are stopped by their best friends. a taxi dri\er, a police detective, a fictitious sister and a
dead body.
'"With the mistaken identities and everything
going on, this play is really just a lot of fun 10
watch and pcrfoml," Cochran said.
AI Knudsen sllirs in "Funny Money·• as Henry.
Knudsen has appeared in such Market House
Theatre productions as "How to Succeed in Busines., Without Really Trying" nnd "Don' t Dre.,s
For Dmncr.'' Mw-l;ha Cash stars a& Henry·s wife.
Jean. Cash also acted in "Don"t Dress For Dinner'' and appeared in "Communicating Doors."
The supporting cast of "funny Money" consbt<; of Tom Dolan and Victoria Panish as Vic

and Betty Johnson. Murray State student Jacob
York as Detective Davenport and Jimmy B;1s., as
Detective Sergeant Slater.
Cochran leads the production as director of
' ·Funny Money" with Sherry Jernigan us a~sistant
director and Denise Bristol as stage manager.
"This play will give audiences a chance to just
laugh and forget about their probh!ms for fl
while.'' Cochran said.
Funny Money·· will be showing at 7:30 tonight
and Saturday and 2:30 p.m. on Sunday. Ticket
prices are $12 tonight and Saturday and $10 for
the Sunday performance. Student rush tickets are
available at show time. Group rules are also available.
for more , information rf!garding " FwJny
Money" or any of the other Markel House Theatre productions, call 1-88K-MHT-PLA Y or log
on to the theater's Web site at www.mhl
play.com.

thing to do in Murray this
weekend? Then head on out
to the riverfront and explore
what's going on downtown.
Check out a performance at
Moss Rose or grab a meal at
Whaler's Catch, Jeremiah's
or one of the other great
restaurants.

• 2 hour drive
Carbondale, ID. Take a trip to Main Street
Carbondale for First Cellular's Main Street Pig Out
Bar-B-Que Championship
and Music Festival. Festivities take place tonight and
tomorrow.

• 3 hour drive (or more)
Memphis - This weekend
throw on your blue suede
shoes and head down to
GraceJand, home of the King
of Rock & Roll. After you've
paid homage to Elvis, slide on
over to Mud Island, which
fea tures a miniature replica of
the Mississippi Ri ver. T he
,., Peabody Hotel features the
famous duck march at II a. m.
and 5 p.m. every day. When
the , sun goes down join the
party on Beale Street.

Neighborhood Grill & Bar

We welcome and
congratulate our newest
members!
Courtney Allen
Elizabeth Barnett
Laura Book
Katie Burnett
Shea Butler
Emily Cleaver
Carrie Cornacchia
Abby Felix
April Flexter
Karly Grither
Beth Irwin
Beth Jarboe
Ashley Johnson
Jennifer Johnson

Jennifer King
Emily Kretz
Tara Liggett
Maria Meadows
Brandi Minter
Ashley Nelson
Christy Noble
Ellen Orndorff
Charlotte Perry
Amanda Proffitt
Allison Richmond
Katie Rowell
Lora Sexton
Ashley Teckenbrock

E
If you are interested in a fun, exciting, lively environment,
then Applebee's is the place for you!
Applebee's needs energetic, self-motivated individuals
who want to have fun and earn BIG BUCKS in the process.
We offer both part-time and full-time positions, and an
excellent benefit package!

Accepting applications for the following:
Cooks, Dishwashers, Prep Cooks, Food Expediters,
Servers, Bartenders, Hosts/Hostesses

Apply in person beginning Mon.-Sat. from 8 a.rn.-7 p.m.
at 816 North 12th St., Murray, KY
Also visit us at our website ... www.tandk.com

For management opportunities, mail or fax a resume to:
Thomas & King

Attn: Ruth Andrews
249 East Main st.
Lexington, KY 40507
t-877-233-4452 · Recruiting Hotline
FAX: (859) 253·23 t 7
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Gallery brings culture to Murray
BY EMILY BLACK
COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR

Although Murray may not be the art capital of the
world, the Clara M. Eagle Art Gallery is trying to bring
culture to the city with this season' s exhibits.
With the opening of the 2001-2002 art season, students can expect exhibits from both student and professional painters and sculptors throughout the year.
Gallery director Jim Bryant said be was optimistic
about coming to the Eagle Gallery and Murray State
University.
This season the gallery has opened with a three-person exhibit by contemporary artists Susan Danko,
Megan Marlatt and Craig Schaffer.
"This is a very nice exhibit of regional and contemporary art,'' Bryant said. ''It is definitely worth coming out

to take a look at."
Susan Danko from Parma, Ohio, is exhibiting 14
paintings and group paintings on canvas. panel and
paper. Danko's paintings are mainly abstract reflections
of nature.
"I am interested in how nature is structured both visually and in terms of seasons and life cycles, and how its
systems vary according to the passage of time," Danko
said.
Megan Marlatt from Orange, Ya., is also showing
paintings at the exhibit. Marlatt is showing 23 watercolor and gouache paintings that also reflect aspects of
nature and biology. Many of her paintings are also comprised of colorful botanicals.
"To unify the extremes of science and mysticism in
nature. I adopt the visual language of science in painting
to explore my own explanations of the universe," Marlatt said.

Craig Schaffer. a sculptor from Columbus, Ohio, is
exhibiting 12 abstract bronze statues.
The Danko, Marlatt and Schaffer exhibit will last
through Sept. 30
An exhibit of foundation student work is also being
shown in the Clara M. Eagle upper gallery. Ruth
Adam's large digital images of flora are currently on
display in the gallery.
The Clara M. Eagle Gallery is located on the sixth
floor of the Doyle Fine Arts Building. The gallery is
open from 8 a.m. to 4:30p.m. on Mondays. Wednesdays
and Fridays; 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. on Tuesdays and Thurs·
days; and I to 4 p.m. on Saturdays and Sundays.
In addition to the exhibits that are presented in the
Eagle Gallery. the university also holds exhibits in the
Curris Center Gallery. Chad Schott's watercolor paintings are currently on display. The gallery is located on
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the first floor of the Curris Center.
Jim Bryant took over as gallery director this semester,
after Albert Sperath left the gallery last year. Bryant has
held the position of gallery director at Eastern New
Mexico University for the past five years.
Bryant said although most of this year's shows were
already booked, he hopes to make several additions for ,
next year.
"[ hope to get some exhibits that are more interesting
to the gene~ public," Bryant said. "We really want to
get more students and members of the community to
attend the exhibits.''
The Eagle Gallery also will be presenting four t>ther
exhibits throughout the fall semester.
Admission to all shows are fTce and open to the public. For more information about this or upcoming
exhibits. please contact Jim Bryant at 762-6734.
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The College of Education is looking for friendly and
outgoing students to become COE Student Ambassadors!
Activities Include: If you are interested, applications can
be picked up in Wells Hall, office 339.
• Assisting with Summer and
Fall Orientations
Applications are due Oct. 5th.
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For more information contact:
Students
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Baseball
could help
heal America
Sports Talk

As the natio n continues to mourn Tuesday·~ tragic events.
many
question s
remain unanswered.
The face of the United
States changed foreve r in just one hour. On
September 11 . 2001.
millions o f people
ac ross the country
were left with tears,
CHRIS
s
adness , shock and
jUNG
uncertainty . Out of
"I BELIEVE THAT reo;pect for the victims
and familie s, sports
WHAT IS BEST
came to a complete
standstill. For the first
FOR THE
time since D-Day and
COUNTRY IS TO just the third time in
history, the entire
RETURN TO
major-league baseball
NORMAL AS
schedule was postQUICKLY, YET AS poned .
The teams woke
DELICATELY, AS up Tuesday morning
with their minds on
POSSIBLE."
e nding the season
with a strong showing.
Pennant races were to be decided in the
next week or so, and with the playoffs just
three weeks away, games were becoming
more critical.
That focus soon changed as baseball was
put on the back burner. Everyone, from
athletes to grounds c rews, stopped to
renect and put their own lives into perspective. Baseball Commissioner Bud
Selig spoke of the tragedy as "beyond
human comprehension."
That said, where does baseball and
sports in general come into play? When
will it again be "proper" for professional
athletes to hit the field. court or rink?
When President Roosevelt ordered majorleague baseball games to continue in the
wake of the chaos caused by World War II.
he decided baseball could be a healing
fo rce.
In 1998, the nation wa. captivated by St.
Louis Cardinals' first baseman Mark
McGwire and Chicago Cubs' outfielder
Sammy Sosa's race to take over the singleseason home-run record. People came to a
halt at the sight of either McGwire or Sosa
standing in the batter's box ; people were
inspired.
Now. as the co untry suffers the effects
from the single most devastating ac t of terrorism in history. is baseball what America needs? Can America's pastime act as
the healing force that Roosevelt perceived
it to be? I believe it can .
Some may believe that allowing baseball
games to continue is insensitive. But what
could it hurt? Yes, the victims and families
of this terrible tragedy deserve the
absolute respect and sympathy of every
citizen in this country. However, couldn't
baseball serve as a distraction, relief or
escape from this world's cold reality?
While it may be difficult to return to that
complete sports-fan mentality that consists
of screaming at the television. it would be
healthy for Americans to watch something
other than the horror of recent television
images.
Morning conversations may no longer
start with the question. "Did Barry hit one
yesterday?" But. even if just for a few
hours. baseball could really help in tbe
slow process of people returning to a state
of normalcy.
President George W . Bush continues to
stress the fact that terrorists tried. but were
unsuccessful. in defeating our nation ' s
strong character. Bush does not want our
country to give the unknown terrorists
another victory in knowing they disrupted
our everyday routine.
"Terror will not win," Bush said Tuesday evening during an address from the
White House.
Bud Selig and the powers that be will
make a decisio n sometime this week on
when baseball will resume . However. official s will not come to a final deci~ion
lightly.
" It's got to be done right. It's got to be
done with only healing in mind." Selig
said. " We' re going to do thi s when it 's the
right time and the right thing to do. Not for
us. This is one time we' re not going to
think about us . We ' re g oing to think about
what' s best for the country."
1 believe that what is best for the country
is to return to normal as quickly. yet as
delicately, as possible. In order for this to
happen, America 's pastime needs to be
allowed to step forward and take responsibility as a healing for<'~ for Americans.
No matter how this situation unfolds, we
all must remember that God works in myl>terious ways and everything happens for a
reac;on .
God bless America .

Chris Jung is a sophomore contributi11g
writer from Louin•ille.

Racers blank Arkansas State

BY JusnN McGILL
SPORTS EDITOR

The Murray State soccer team avenged a 2000 loss
to Arkansas State by recording a 6-0 win Sunday at
Cutchin Field. It wac; the first shutout of the season for
the Racers. who lost 2- 1 to ASU last September.
'This Arkansac; State team is a pretty decent squad." Head Coach Mike Minielli said. "What we did today :
is take it at them, which is what you .should do against
a good team. This is the best we've played aU year.
This is the way we need to play in terms of style of •
play. speed and defense."
•
The oru;laught began with 10:29 elapsed in the game •
when sophomore midtielder Emily Schaller scored the :
first goal. Sophomore midfielder Lindsey Gustafson :
and freshman forward Theresa Reedy, MSU' s leading •
scorer so far this season, assisted on Schaller's score.
Senior defender Elaine McAdams converted the
Racers' second penalty kick of the season with 35:25
passed in the game. Twenty-nine seconds later,
Gustafson set an MSU record for shonest time •
between goals, finding the net from 15-feet out to give
MSU a 3-0 first-half lead.
Sophomore forward Brooke Royer continued the
Racers' offensive attack with an assist from Gustafson
with a goal 61 :04 into the game. Sophomore midfielderMichelle'Fedor (with an a'isist from Gustafson) and
sophomore Jackie Thomas (with an assist from sephomore forward lauren Rosa) added goals in the second
half to finish the game.
Gustaf~n. whose three assists set an MSU record
for assist'> in a single game, said the team was motivated to defeat ASU. also a .second-year team.
''We c.-arne out fired up because we didn't want to
lose this game," Gustafson said. "It was really great to
see that we could keep substituting players in. Everyone pJayed great."
Minielli said he expects Gustafson to perform in
every game the way she did against ASU.
''Lindsey had it in her mind that she wanted to come
out and play really well today," Minielli said. "She
needs to be a spark for us. We run a lot of our offense
through her. When she has a game like that we're
going to be hard to beat."
With about a month left before the Racers begin
Ohio Valley Conference games, the team still has
room for improvement, Minielli said.
"We feel really good right now," Minielli said.
"We've been coming together over the last few games.
The level of competition is going to step up so we're
going to have to take the same lcind of game we played
today and put out there against better teams."
Minielli said that MSU' s personnel is in place and
the team has to continue displaying the kind of effort
it bad against ASU to be successful.
''We've got the talent and the bench," Minielli said.
''We've got plenty of goal ~orers and defense. lt'sjust
a matter of making sure we're focused and that we're
doing those things game in and game out."

(Top) Junior midflelder Abbie Perez makes
a move on an Arkan$as State defender during Murray State's 6-0 win Sunday at
Cutchin Field.
(Above Left) ASU's goalie Jamie Reesby
watches a shot by sophomore forward Lauren
Rosa bounce off the goal just before it is sent
in by sophomore forward Jackie Thomas.
(Left) Sophomore forward Jill Hawanchak
takes a shot while sophomore forward
Brooke Lencki looks on.

Photos by Ryan Brooks/The News

Golf teams start season on right track
BY STEPHANIE ELDER
C ONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Murray State men ' s and women' s golf teams
kicked off the 200 1-2002 season this week. The
women's team had a great start. winning the Tennessee Tech Classic by 16 shots on Tuesday.
The new men 's head coach Eddie Hunt said his
team had an interesting tournament. finishing seventh
in the Drury Intercollegiate.
Wo men·s coach Velve t Milkmnn said she was
pleased with the way her team returned from summer. The Racers had eight returning players and two
new players, freshmen Julie Bennett and Santie

Koch.
The women's team had two of the top individual
performances and shot a team score of 630, defeating
the runner-up by 16 stroke~ . Sophomore Cuyler Hedley achieved medalist honors by nine strokes with a
score of 147 (72-75). Hedley also won the pre~Ligious
Ontario Amateur Matc h Play Championc;hip this
summer in Ontario.
Senior Megan Rees shot a two-round score of 156
to place second.
The men ' s golf team may not have the experience
of the women's. but coach Hunt said it will have a
good year. Five players are returning. although only
two of them - senior Mntt Stark and junior Brandon

Henson - played last season. The team finished seventh at the Drury Intercollegiate in Jackson, Mo.
Henson shot a 220 (75-75-70) to finish tied for sixth.
Stark also finished in a tie for sixth, shooting 220
(73-75-72). The team's overall score was 912.
"It was an interesting first tournament," said Hunt.
··we should have a good season. We're young, but
after the next three or four tournaments, we'll be
ready."
The Murray State women's team will be at the
Lady Highland/Draper Valley Invitational in Radford, Va .. SepL 17-18. The men's team will compete
in the Eastern Kentucky Colonel Fall Classic in Richmood Sept. 28-29.

•
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Shane Andrus
and Lindsey
Gustafson are in
this week's Racer
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Andrus, sophomore kicker for
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day and returned with a 2-1 overtime win. The Racers trailed 1-Q
after one half, but sophomore forward Brooke Royer and freshman
forward Theresa Reedy scored in
the second half and overtime
respectively, giving MSU the win.

postponement of games
the football team,
was named
The Murray State soccer and
nationali-AA spe- volleyball teams were scheduled
cial teams Player
to compete today and tomorrow,
of the Week for.
but those games will not be
his performance
played due to the national
in the Racers' 32tragedy that occurred this week.
17 win over IlliThe volleyball team will move Volleyball earns first win
nois State Saturdav.
its game against Eastern Ken- of season in Mississippi
the
award, tucky, scheduled for 7 p.m.
The Murray State volleyball
given b y "The tonight at Racer Arena. to 2 p.m.
team
participated in the MissisSporting News," Sunday. The soccer team was
sippi
State University / Ramada
was AnCltus' secscheduled to host Arkansas-Little Inn Classic last weekend in
ond for his play
against ISU. He Rock at 4 p.m. today. That game Starkville, Miss., and left with its
was also named has been canceled and no make- first victory of the season.
ro-special teams up date has been announced.
MSU swept Troy State in SatThe footbaU team was schedPlayer of the Week
u rday's first game. Seniors
by the Ohio Valley uled to host North Alabama at 6
Trena Fish and Jessica Wood led
Conference.
p.m. tomorrow, but that game
Andrus kicked has been canceled. No make-up the Racers with 12 kiUs each.
Later that day, the Racers fe ll
fou r field goals date has been announced.
and two extra
3-2 against Mississippi State.
points, accounting
Wood recorded 23 kills.
for 14 of the Ra~ Women's soccer defeats
MSU was swept by Louisianaers 32 points.
Troy State, falls to WKU
Lafayette in the fi rst match of
Gustafson.
The Murray State soccer team the tournament last Friday.
sophomore forRyan Brook~The News
ward for the soc- picked up a win and a loss in last Wood, who had 11 kills, was Murray State Racer football players walt out the rain storm that hit Saturday evening at game
cer team,. set two week's games against Troy State named to the All-Tournament
time. T he Racers went on to win tbe game against Illinois State University 32-17.
Team.
MSU records in and Western Kentucky.
the Racers' 6-0 win
The Racers are currently 1-6
Last Wednesday, MSU feJI 1-0
In women's action, senior
over
Arkansas to WKU. The game was scoreless and are scheduled to play their Men take first, women this past weekend 's Murray State
Invitational.
Rebecca
Christman finished sevState Saturday - until the 73rd minute when Jean- first Ohio Valley Conference third at MSU Invitational
Murray
State
was
led
by
senior
enth
with
a time of 12:39.
shortest
time
nine Bennett from WKU scored to game of the season at noon SatThe
Murray
State
men's
cross
Jeremy
Kirk,
who
finished
second
between goals (29
urd ay at Racer Arena against country team took first place, and among 44 runners with a time of Sports Briefly is compiled by Kevin
seconds after a give the Racers their first loss.
MSU
went
to
Troy
State
on
FriMorehead
the women's team took third at 21:15.
State.
Thomas, assistant sports editor.
goal by senior
defender Elaine
OVC Football
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OVC Volleyball
OVC Soccer
OVCSoccer
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McAdams) and
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Eastern Illinois
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Tennessee Tech
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1-1 Austin Peay
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Morehead State
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1-1 Tennessee Tech
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Eastern Kentucky
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MSU defeats first Division 1-AA opponent of season
BY JUSTIN MCGILL
SPORTS EDITOR

The Murray State Racers did not play
their best game against Illinois State Saturday night. They did, however, play well
enough to earn a 32-17 victory over the
Redbirds, MSU's first Division 1-AA
opponent of the season.
"This was a big game for us," said
MSU Head Coach Joe Pannunzio. "Illinois State is a playoff-caliber team, and
for us to win has to give our kids confidence."
The win marked the first time under
Pannunzio the Racers trailed at halftime
but did not lose the game. ISU led 14-13
after one half, but the MSU defense held
the Redbirds to a field goal in the second
half while the offense scored on four consecutive possessions to put the game
away.
The game was scheduled to begin at 6
p.m., but thunderstorms forced the referees to delay the contest for almost an hour
and a half.
The Racers received the ftrSt kickoff
and started the game with a seven-play.
58-yard scoring drive capped with a fouryard run by junior running back Gamer
Byars. ISU responded with the longest
drive of the game, a 13-play, 76-yard possession that lasted 6:38 and ended with an
8-yard touchdown run by Quincy Washington.
MSU sophomore kicker Shane Andrus
regained the lead for the Racers with his
first field goal of the season. After an I 1play drive that took ISU to the Racer 13yard line, senior safety Jeremy Davis
recovered a Redbird fumble forced by
freshman linebacker Dylan Evans. Three
plays later, MSU was forced to punt.

Junior punter Brian Bivens mishandled
the snap and ISU recovered the ball at the
1-yard. line. Willie Watts scored two
plays later, giving the Redbirds a 14-10
lead.
Neither team could score again in the
half until the Racers' final possession of
the second quarter. Andrus booted a 32yard field goal 34 seconds before halftime, trimming the deficit to 14-13.
The Redbirds took the fir.;t possession
of the second half. Quarterback Kevin
Zouzounis connected with receiver Troy
Hunter on a 64-yard touchdown pass, but
the play was called back because of an
ISU holding penalty.
With 6:05 left in the third quarter, ISU
scored a field goal and pushed its lead to
17-13. MSU's next drive stalled just past
midfield, but junior cornerback Mandrell
McGregory forced a fumble that was
recovered by junior defensive tackle
James Bridges. Andrus.Jater kicked a 46yard field goal, bringing MSU back within one point at 17-16.
McGregory then in~ercepted a pass in
ISU territory with just more than minute
left in the quarter. Sophomore quarterback Stewart Childress scored on a 9-yard
run, giving MSU a 22-17 lead after a
failed two-point conversion attempt.
Andrus kicked another field goal early
in the fourth quarter, and a 10-yard touchdown pass from Childress to senior tight
end Josh McKeel sealed a 32-17 victory
for the Racers.
Childress completed I 0 of 27 pass
attempts for 178 yards, including one
touchdown and an interception. Freshman
receiver Leonard Nutter Jed the Racers
with three catches for 76 yards.
"We were prerty inept in terms of
throwing the football," Pannunzio said.

"We have to go back to the drawing board
and do a better job of putting our passing
game together and get Stewart (Childress)
conlldent in what we're doing. But when
he needed to make big plays late in the
game, the kid made plays."
Junior running back Mario Riley
rushed seven times for 81 yards, but left
the game early with a mild hamstring
injury. His replacement, junior Billy
Blanchard, led the Racers with l03 rushing yards on 12 auempts.
Andrus' four field goals helped earn
him co-Ohio Valley Conference Special
Teams Player of the Week honors.
"If there's any one person that won the
game for us, it's him," Pannunzio said.
"He made his field goals, and they were
all critical."
•
Andrus said his performance against
ISU will boost his confidence throughout
the rest of season.
"I came in unprepared and n()( very
confident," Andrus said. "After the first
one, I felt a lot more confident, and the
goal just seemed a lot wider after that."
Pannunzio said the defense played with
increased effort in the second half, paving
the way for the Racers' first win of the
year.
"I was impressed with our defense,''
Pannunzio said. "We took away their running game and started making some big
plays."
The Racers were scheduled to host
Division II Nonh Alabama at 6 p.m.
tomorrow at Stewart Stadium. However,
due to the terroristic events that occurred
in New York and Washington, D.C.
Tuesday, the game has been canceled.
According to the MSU Sports Information Department. a game may be scheduled to fill the open date on Oct. 27.

Ryan Brooks/The News

Stewart Childress, MSU sophomore quarterbac~ drops back to pass while junior running back Garner Byars runs his route during the Racers' 32-17 wln Saturday at Stewart Stadium over Illinois State.
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Panicked students
flock to gas stations

Two suspects attended
flight school in Florida

BY LOREE S TARK
EDITOR IN CHIEF

From Page 1
cials said.
"We are covering leads all over the country
and this is one of the many we are covering,''
said Brinn Kensel, an FBI spoke:-.mnn in Tampa.
In Venice, Vo~s said the two men said they had
just arrived from Germany and wanted to take
!light training at Huffman Aviation, where Voss
worked for more than 13 years. He n~1 longer is
with the company.
The houseguests took night training on small
pl::tnes at Venice Municipal Airport, about 60
miles south of Tampa. Voss said the men were
asked lO leave their home after a week when the
couple grew uncomfortable with them.
Vo:;s said he wasn't involved with their training. The company offers training in light, singleengine aircraft like Cessnas and Pipers but no
commercial aircraft.
Rudy Dekkers. president and owner of Huffman Aviation. said the! FBI was looking at student records at the flight school, including copie~
of p:tssports from the men.
Kensel of the FBI could not confirm whether a

search was conducted in Venice.
Officials at Embry-Riddle, the world's largest
university l'peciaJizing in aviation. would not
confum if the FBI bad contacted the school.
Spokeswoman Lisa Ledewitz said one out of
every four commercial airline pilots was trained
at Embry-Riddle. Students train in single-engine
planes and until last December the school used a
Boeing 737 simulator.
''We are suffering like the rest of the country,"
Ledewitz said. She said all international students
who enroll in the pilot program have to receive
prior approval from the U.S. State Department.
The FBI executed search warrants in Davie in
Broward County north of the Miami area. the
South Florida Sun-Sentinel of Fort Lauderdale
reported, quoting Miami FBI spokesman Judy
Orihuela. Orihuela declined comment Wednesday.
HoJJywood Police Detective Carlos Negron
said Wednesday that the department was helping '
the FBI in an investigation in Broward and
declined further comment.

After the terroristic acts Tuesday on ·the World
Trade Center and Pentagon, community members
flocked to local gas stations in fear that gas prices
would skyrocket because of a national gas shortJessica Brown, freshman from Paducah. said her
father called before her Tuesday evening class and
told her to go get gas.
"My father called and said gas is already going
up to five dollars," Brown said. "I told him I had
class in twenty minutes. He said 'I don't care. Go
get gas."'
Brown said she drove through congested traffic
to get to Murphy U.S.A. in front of Wai-Mart and
got in a long line of cars waiting to fill up.
"One of the Wai-Mart employees had to direct
traffic," Brown said.
Brown said she grew particularly angry with customers at the gas station who were not there to get
gas. She said a man driving a van in front of her
took a panicularly long lime.
''I was thinking 'A war's going to happen.' and
he's there squeegeeing his windows," Brown said.
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Brown said by the time she got her tank filled up
and made it back to the University. she was twenty
minutes late for class.
"I was not panicked," Brown said. "I do think there
was a state of panic and overreaction and it was only
necessary to fill one tank and not two or three,''
Brown .said.
Amanda Futrell. clerk at the BP on Main Street,
said people jumped onto the first thing they heard on
Tuesday.
" It was very busy (Tuesday)," Futrell said. "Today
(Wednesday), I've barely seen a soul."
Despite speculation that prices would jump in dollar increments, local gas station prices stayed under
two dollars.
"I feel like people's emotions were wearing thin
anyway," Futrell said. "We had a delivery coming the
next day."
Brown said that studenl<; may have panicked initially because they were not aware of potential resources.
"Does the student body know that America has its
own gas?" Brown questioned. ''Does the student body
know that America has its own oil supply and we also
have our own oil refineries which make gas, but we
just choose to import it because it is cheaper? In a
state of crisis, we'll have gas.'' .
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Newman's Barber Shop

Sunset Boulevard Music I
#7 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
Hours: Mon-Sat, 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

Ho urs: Tuesday-Friday 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Phone:
.Jullt: 1 Block From M•u Dorm•

W a lk-Ins W elcome
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Si!00DffAny
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Compact Dl•c

615 South 12th St.
Suite A-1
Murray, KY 42071
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C.r St.reo Special/It- Cu1tom lnltal,.tlon
,_...,......,:_~='=.,=t
'CtJicxrl Good re-t~ PW-. d Repr Pli:ed Meldirdll ~ Nlll \1111" CciiU*n Wll/ltrt Clw Spall, IJioMI (1 <*II.
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Expires: 9/28101
•
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Cell: 270-339-0265

..

Shampoo, Cut, & Style
$15 .. women • $11 - men
MSU - 10% OFF

Rent 1, Get 1 Free!
Just bring in this
with your MSU ID!
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--------------

· Free Pool All DaY Lone
Wednesdu Niabt
HaPP» Hour · S1BEER
$1 BEER
Mon.-Sat. 5-'l P.m.
Monda)~

FULL SERVICE HAIR SALON

WALK-INS ONLY!

511ARV26

''Broke My Chain!''

RI CKY

No Problem

A.

LAMKIN

ATTORNEY AT LAW

Broken chains, ring sizing or loose
stones ...
See th e Jewelry Repai r Specialist

304 NORTH 4Tii STREET

n

MURRAY. KY 42071

http:/ /lamkinlaw.com

lr.Lfl
OFFICE: (270) 735-1737
FAX: (270) 759-4625

LD

HOME: (270} 435-4635
ralamkJn@lamkinlaw.com
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•
Become an organ donor.
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Storage Rental

!MSU Sttufents

Hours

Mon. ·Thurs.
8

a.m.· 9 P.m.
FH. &

8
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et __.

sar.

a.m.- 8 P.m.

I 0% discount off tannine Packaees•
lotions. and wimwear with MSU 1.0.
~12

Whltnell Drive
Murray

753-3333

Sign the back of your
Kentuclcy Drivers License
or other Organ Donor Card and tell your &mi.ly
of your decision.

FOr more information
all: J-800-525-3456.
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